CLIFF BOAT SAFARIS
LAKE NAKURU NATIONAL PARK

KINGFISHER | 7 photography designed swivel chairs

The Kingﬁsher is a specialized vessel that is customized for photography. The boat contains seven custom-designed swivel chairs that give
you greater stability.
The latest 360-degree swivel chairs are specially manufactured and
ﬁtted with gimbals that have been designed for more comfort and for
a wider range of shots. Every seat is mounted on two rails easily adjustable and equipped with a mounting for resting professional cameras.

The equipment can be mounted on adjustable photo brackets and gimbal
on the boat for of any type of cameras and telephoto Lens. The abundance of bird life will provide photographers of all levels with amazing photographic opportunities.
The services of a professional guide will be available with prior arrangements in ensuring you capture the best photographic results. The boat
can be booked for full day or half day safaris from June 2021.

WILDLIFE PHOTOGRAPHERS EXPERIENCE
JUNE 1ST 2021

FULL DAY EXPERIENCE

HALF DAY EXPERIENCE

0630 - 0645 hrs

Arrival for Brieﬁng

0630 - 0645 hrs

Arrival for Brieﬁng

0700 hrs

Depart

0700 hrs

Depart

1600 hrs

End

1230 hrs

End

Includes

. Breakfast and lunch
. Alcoholic and non alcoholic beverages , Mineral water and
soft drinks
. Professional Binoculars
. Service of a Lake Nakuru Guide
. Pick-up and Drop oﬀ from your hotel within the park

Includes

. Breakfast
. Alcoholic and non alcoholic beverages , Mineral water and
soft drinks
. Professional Binoculars
. Service of a Lake Nakuru Guide
. Pick-up and Drop oﬀ from your hotel within the park

NB: Boat Safaris will be subject to weather conditions

NOTES
# Launch point cliff boat safaris jetty below baboon point- More launch points to be advised
# Wind breaker or jumper necessary
# Parents to take full responsibility of their children on the Boat safaris

BOOKINGS:

+254 720 600 602 | +254 702 600 604

res@cliffboatsafaris.com | safaris@cliffboatsafaris.com
W W W . C L I F F B O A T S A F A R I S . C O M

* Terms and Conditions Apply

